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Diagnosis of diseases associated with development genes

Field of the Invention

The levels' of observation that have been well studied by the methodological developments of

recent years in molecular biology, are the genes themselves, the translation ofthese genes into

RNA, and the resulting proteins. The question ofwhich gene is switched on at which point in

the course of the development of an individual, and how the activation and inhibition of spe-

cific genes in specific cells and tissues are controlled is correlatable to the degree and charac-

ter of the methylation of the genes or of the genome. In this respect, pathogenic conditions

may manifest themselves in a changed methylation pattern of individual genes or of the ge-

nome.

The present invention relates to nucleic acids, oligonucleotides, PNA-oligomers and to a

method for the diagnosis and/or therapy of diseases which have a connection with the genetic

and/or epigenetic parameters of genes associated with development and, in particular, with the

methylation status thereof.

Prior Art

The ordered progression of embryonic development is controlled by a. complex genetic regu-

latory system. Initial identification of key genes involved in development were in model orr

ganisms such as Drosophila. This was followed by the identification of highly conserved hu-

man homologues e.g. the frizzled gene and its human homplogue. Examples of important

transcription factors involved in development include the homeobox, MAD, PAX, EMX and

MSX gene families (see, e.g. Terzic J, Saraga-Babic M.. Expression pattern of PAX3 and

PAX6 genes during human embryogenesis. Int J Dev Biol 1999 Sep;43(6):50i-8)

Genes involved in development have been implicated in a wide range of diseases. For exam-

ple, the homeobox containing genes (HOX), are primarily involved in normal development.

However, the HOX genes have also been implicated in normal adult cellular functioning and

a wide range of disease including diabetes and cancer CHomeobox genes in normal and ma-
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lignant cells' Cillo C et. al. J Cell Physiol 2001 Aug;188(2):161-9. 'Homeobox genes in leu-

kemogenesis' Buske C and Humphries RK Int J Hematol 2000 Jun;71(4):301-8. BOX genes

in human cancers.' Cillo C Invasion Metastasis 1994-95;14(l-6):38-49). Other developmental

related diseases comprise apoptpsis related diseases (see, e.g.Sano M, et al. Involvement of

EAT/mcl-1, an anti-apoptotic bcl-2-related gene, in murine embryogenesis and human devel-

opment. Exp Cell Res 2000 Aug 25;259(l):127-39; Muller S, et al. Retention of imprinting of

the human apoptosis-related gene TSSC3 in human brain tumors. Hum Mol Genet 2000 Mar

22;9(5):757-63), syndromes associated with congenital heart disease (see, e.g. Gelb BD. Ge-

netic basis of syndromes associated with congenital heart disease. Curr Opin Cardiol 2001

May;16(3):188-94) epilepsy (see, e.g. Doose H, Neubauer BA, Petersen B. The concept of

hereditary impairment of brain maturation. Epileptic Disord 2000;2 Suppl l:S45-9, diseases

related to histone deacetylation (see, e.g. El-Osta A, Wolffe AP. DNA methylation and his-

tone deacetylation in the control of gene expression: basic biochemistry to human develop-

ment and disease. Gene Expr 2000;9(l-2):63-75) Currarino syndrome (see e.g. Hagan DM, et

al. Mutation analysis and embryonic expression ofthe HLXB9 Ctararino syndrome gene. Am

J Hum Genet 2000 May;66(5):1504-15 Erratum in: Am J Hum Genet 2000 Sep;67(3):769),

diseases related with the development of the brain and limb girdle muscular dystrophy

(Wnt7a and CAPN3, see, e.g. Fougerousse F, et al. Human-mouse differences in the embry-

onic expression patterns of developmental control genes and disease genes. Hum Mol Genet

2000 Jan 22;9(2):165-73; Hum Mol Genet 2000 Mar 1;9(4):659), dwarfism (see, e.g. IwataT,

et al. Highly activated Fgfr3 with the K644M mutation causes prolonged survival in severe

dwarf mice. Hum Mol Genet 2001 Jun 1;10(12):1255-1264), and others (see, e.g. Hanel ML,

Wevrick R. The role of genomic imprinting in human developmental disorders: lessons from

Prader-Willi syndrome. Clin Genet 2001 Man59(3):156-64).

5-methylcytosine is the most frequent covalent base modification in the DNA of eukaryotic

cells. It plays a role, for example, in the regulation of the transcription, in genetic imprinting,

and in tumorigenesis.

The importance of methylation in developmental genes has been well established. Aberrant

genomic imprinting (parental origin specific methylation) results in abnormal embryonic de-

velopment. For example, in mice the IGF2 gene is differentially methylated according to the

parental origin of the allele. The allele is thought ot be relevant during late embryonic devel-
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opment and act to regulate growth. Aberrant methylation results in gross abnormalities, the

resultant foetus being unviable, or dying at birth. Furthermore, this gene has been shown to be

significant in the development of human cancers and growth disorders such as Beckwitb-

Wiedemann (Transactivation of Ig£2 in a mouse model of Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome.

Sun et. al Nature 389, 809 - 815. 1997).

Aberrant DNA methylation within CpG islands is common in human malignancies leading to

abrogation or overexpression of a broad spectrum of genes (Jones, P.A. Cancer Res 65:2463-

2467, 1996). Abnormal methylation has also been shown to occur in CpG rich regulatory

elements in intronic and coding parts of genes for certain tumours (Chan, M.F., et al., Curr

Top Microbiol Immunol 249:75-86,2000). Using restriction landmark genomic scanning,

Costello and coworkers were able to show that methylation patterns are tumour-type specific

(Costello, J. F., et al., Nat Genet 24:132-138, 2000). Highly characteristic DNA methylation

patterns could also be shown for breast cancer cell lines (Huang, T. H.-M, et al., Hum Mol

Genet 8:459-470, 1999). Genome wide assessment of methylation status represents a mo-

lecular fingerprint of cancer tissues.

Therefore, the identification of 5-methylcytosine as a component of genetic information is of

considerable interest. However, 5-methylcytosine positions cannot be identified by sequenc-

ing since 5-methylcytosine has the same base pairing development as cytosine. Moreover, the

epigenetic information carried by 5-methylcytosine is completely lost during PCR amplifica-

tion.

A relatively new and currently the most frequently used method for analyzing DNA for 5-

methylcytosine is based upon the specific reaction of bisulfite with cytosine which, upon sub-

sequent alkaline hydrolysis, is converted to uracil which corresponds to thymidine in its base

pairing behaviour. However, 5-methylcytosine remains unmodified under these conditions.

Consequently, the original DNA is converted in such a manner that methylcytosine, which

originally could not be distinguished from cytosine by its hybridization behaviour, can now be

detected as the only remaining cytosine using "normal" molecular biological techniques, for

example, by amplification and hybridization or sequencing. All of these techniques are based

on base pairing which can now be fully exploited. In terms of sensitivity, the prior art is de-

fined by a method which encloses the DNA to be analyzed in an agarose matrix, thus pre-
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venting the diffusion and renaturation of the DNA (bisulfite only reacts with single-stranded

DNA), and which replaces all precipitation and purification steps with fast dialysis (Olek A,

Oswald J, Walter J. A modified and improved method for bisulphite based cytosine methyla-

tion analysis. Nucleic Acids Res. 1996 Dec 15;24(24):5064-6). Using this method, it is possi-

ble to analyze individual cells, which illustrates the potential of the method However, cur-

rently only individual regions of a length ofup to approximately 3000 base pairs are analyzed,

a global analysis of cells for thousands of possible methylation events is not possible. How-

ever, this method cannot reliably analyze very small fragments from small sample quantities

either. These are lost through the matrix in spite ofthe diffusion protection.

An overview of the further known methods of detecting 5-methylcytosine may be gathered

from the following review article: Rein, T., DePamphilis, M. L., Zorbas, H., Nucleic Acids

Res. 1998,26,2255.

To date, barring few exceptions (e.g., Zeschnigk M, Lich C, Buiting K, Doerfler W,

Horsthemke B. A single-tube PCR test for the diagnosis of Angelman and Prader-Willi syn-

drome based on allelic methylation differences at the SNRPN locus. Eur J Hum Genet 1997

Mar-Apr,5(2):94-8) the bisulfite technique is only used in research. Always, however, short,

specific fragments of a known gene are amplified subsequent to a bisulfite treatment and ei-

ther completely sequenced (Olek A, Walter J.. The pre-implantafion ontogeny of the H19

methylation imprint. Nat Genet. 1997 Nov;17(3):275-6) or individual cytosine positions are

detected by a primer extension reaction (Gonzalgo ML, Jones PA. Rapid quantitation of

methylation differences at specific sites using methylation-sensitive single nucleotide primer

extension (Ms-SNuPE). Nucleic Acids Res. 1997 Jun 1S;25(12):2529-31, WO 95/00669) or

by enzymatic digestion (Xiong Z, Laird PW. COBRA: a sensitive and quantitative DNA

methylation assay. Nucleic Acids Res. 1997 Jun 15;25(12):2532-4). In addition, detection by

hybridization has also been described (Olek et aL, WO 99/28498).

Further publications dealing with the use of the bisulfite technique for methylation detection

in individual genes are: Grigg G, Clark S. Sequencing 5-methylcytosine residues in genomic

DNA. Bioessays. 1994 Jun;16(6):43 1-6, 43 1; Zeschnigk M, Schmitz B, Dittrich B, Buiting K,

Horsthemke B, Doerfler W. Imprinted segments in the human genome: different DNA meth-

ylation patterns in the Prader-Willi/Angelman syndrome region as determined by the genomic
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sequencing method. Hum Mol Genet 1997 Mar,6(3):387-95; Feil R, Charlton J, Bird AP,

Walter^, Reik W. Meihylation analysis on individual chromosomes: improved protocol for

bisulphite genomic sequencing. Nucleic Acids Res. 1994 Feb 25;22(4):695-6; Martin V,

Ribieras S, Song-Wang X, Rio MC, Dante R. Genomic sequencing indicates a correlation

between DNA hypomethylation in the 5' region of the pS2 gene and its expression in human

breast cancer cell lines. Gene. 1995 May 19;157(l-2):261-4; WO 97/46705, WO 95/15373

andWO 97/45560.

An overview of the Prior Art in oligomer array manufacturing can be gathered from a special

edition of Nature Genetics (Nature Genetics Supplement, Volume 21, January 1999), pub-

lished in January 1999, and from the literature cited therein.

Fluorescently labeled probes are often used for the scanning of immobilized DNA arrays. The

simple attachment of Cy3 and Cy5 dyes to the 5'-OH of the specific probe are particularly

suitable for fluorescence labels. The detection of the fluorescence of the hybridized probes

may be carried out, for example via a confocal microscope. Cy3 and Cy5 dyes, besides many

others, are commercially available.

Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Mass Spectrometry (MALDI-TOF) is a very

efficient development for the analysis of biomolecules (Karas M, Hillenkamp F. Laser de-

sorption ionization of proteins with molecular masses exceeding 10,000 daltons. Anal Chem.

1988 Oct 15;60(20);2299-301). An arialyte is embedded in a light-absorbing matrix. The ma-

trix is evaporated by a short laser pulse thus transporting the analyte molecule into the vapor

phase in an unfragmented manner. The analyte is ionized by collisions with matrix molecules.

An applied voltage accelerates the ions into a field-free flight tube. Due to their different

masses, the ions are accelerated at different rates. Smaller ions reach the detector sooner than

bigger ones.

MALDI-TOF spectrometry is excellently suited to the analysis of peptides and proteins. The

analysis of nucleic acids is somewhat more difficult (Gut I G, Beck S. DNA and Matrix As-

sisted Laser Desorption Ionization Mass Spectrometry. Current Innovations and Future

Trends. 1995, 1; 147-57). The sensitivity to nucleic acids is approximately 100 times worse

than to peptides and decreases disproportionally with increasing fragment size. For nucleic
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acids having a multiply negatively charged backbone, the ionization process via the matrix is

considerably less efficient In MALDI-TOF spectrometry, the selection of the matrix plays an

eminently important role. For the desorption of peptides, several very efficient matrixes have

been found which produce a very fine crystallization. There are now several responsive ma-

trixes for DNA, however, the difference in sensitivity has not been reduced. The difference in

sensitivity can be reduced by chemically modifying the DNA in such a manner that it be-

comes more similar to a peptide. Fhospborothioate nucleic acids in which the usual phos-

phates of the backbone are substituted with thiophosphates can be converted into a charge-

neutral DNA using simple alkylation chemistry (Gut IG, Beck S. A procedure for selective

DNA alkylation and detection by mass spectrometry. Nucleic Acids Res. 1995 Apr

25;23(8):1367-73). The coupling of a charge tag to this modified DNA results in an increase

in sensitivity to the same level as that found for peptides. A further advantage of charge tag-

ging is the increased stability of the analysis against impurities which make the detection of

unmodified substrates considerably more difficult.

Genomic DNA is obtained from DNA of cell, tissue or other test samples using standard

methods. This standard methodology is found in references such as Fritsch and Maniatis eds.,

Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual, 1989.

Description

The object of the present invention is to provide the chemically modified DNA of genes asso-

ciated with diseases associated with development genes, as well as oligonucleotides and/or

PNA-oligomers for detecting cytosine methylations, as well as a method which is particularly

suitable for the diagnosis and/or therapy of genetic and epigenetic parameters of genes associ-

ated development, and diseases associated with those genes. The present invention is based on

the discovery that genetic and epigenetic parameters and, in particular, the cytosine methyla-

tion pattern of genes associated with development are particularly suitable for the diagnosis

and/or therapy of diseases.

This objective is achieved according to the present invention using a nucleic acid containing a

sequence of at least 18 bases in length of the chemically pretreated DNA of genes associated

wife development according to one of Seq. ID No.l through Seq. ID No.350 and sequences
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complementary thereto and/or a chemically pretreated DNA of genes associated with diseases

associated with development according to one of the sequences according to the genes ac-

cording to table 1. In the table, after the listed gene designations, the respective data bank

numbers (accession numbers) are specified which define the appertaining gene sequences as

unique. GenBank was used as the underlying data bank which is located at internet address

http-7/wwwjicbi.nlmjiih.gov

The chemically modified nucleic acid could heretofore not be connected with the ascertain-

ment ofgenetic and epigenetic parameters.

The object of the present invention is fiirther achieved by an oligonucleotide or oligomer for

detecting the cytosine methylation state in chemically pretreated DNA, containing at least one

base sequence having a length, of at least 13 nucleotides which hybridizes to a chemically

pretreated DNA of genes associated with development according to Seq. ED No.l through

Seq. ID No.350 arid sequences complementary thereto and/or a chemically pretreated DNA of

genes associated with diseases associated with development according to one of the sequences

according to the genes according to table 1. The oligomer probes according to the present

invention constitute important and effective tools which, for the first time, make it possible to

ascertain the genetic and epigenetic parameters of genes associated with development. The

base sequence of the oligomers preferably contains at least one CpG dinucleotide. The probes

may also exist in the form of a PNA (peptide nucleic acid) which has particularly preferred

pairing properties. Particularly preferred are oligonucleotides according to the present inven-

tion in which the cytosine of the CpG dinucleotide is the 5™ - 9™ nucleotide from the 5'-end

of the 13-mer, in the case ofPNA-oligomers, it is preferred for the cytosine ofthe CpG dinu-

cleotide to be the 4th - 6th nucleotide from the 5'-end ofthe 9-mer.

The oligomers according to the present invention are normally used in so .called "sets" which

contain at least one oligomer for each of the CpG dinucleotides of the sequences of Seq. ID

No.l through Seq. ID No.350 and sequences complementary thereto and/or a chemically pre-

treated DNA of genes associated with diseases associated with development according to one

ofthe sequences according to the genes according to table 1. Preferred is a set which contains

at least one oligomer for each of the CpG dinucleotides from one of Seq. ID No.l through

Seq. ID No.350 and sequences complementary thereto and/or a chemically pretreated DNA of
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genes associated with diseases associated with development according to one ofthe sequences

according to the genes according to table 1.

Moreover, the present invention makes available a set of at least two oligonucleotides which

can be used- as so-called
4t
primer oligonucleotides" for amplifying DNA sequences of one of

Seq. ID No.l througLSeq. ID No.350 and sequences complementary thereto and/or a chemi-

cally pretreated DNA of genes associated with diseases associated with development accord-

ing to one ofthe sequences according to the genes according to table 1, or segments thereof.

In the case of the sets of oligonucleotides according to the present invention, it is preferred

that at least one oligonucleotide is bound to a solid phase. It is further preferred that all the

oligonucleotides ofone set are bound to a solid phase.

The present invention moreover relates to a set of at least 10 n (oligonucleotides and/or PNA-

,

oligomers) used for detecting the cytosine methylation state in chemically pretreated genomic

DNA (Seq. ID No.l through Seq. ID No.350 and sequences complementary thereto and/or a

chemically pretreated DNA of genes associated with diseases associated with development

according to one of the sequences according to the genes according to table 1). These probes

enable diagnosis and/or therapy of genetic and epigenetic parameters of genes associated with

development, and associated diseases. The set of oligomers may also be used for detecting

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the chemically pretreated DNA of genes associ-

ated with diseases associated with development according to one of Seq. ED No.l through

Seq. ID No.350 and sequences complementary thereto and/or a chemically pretreated DNA of

genes associated with diseases associated.with development according to one ofthe sequences

according to the genes according to table 1

.

According to the present invention, it is preferred that an arrangement of different oligonu-

cleotides and/or PNA-oligomers (a so-called "array") made available by the present invention

is present in a manner that it is likewise bound to a solid phase. This array of different oligo-

nucleotide- and/or PNA-oligomer sequences can be characterized in that it is arranged on the

solid phase in the form of a rectangular or hexagonal lattice. The solid phase surface is pref-

erably composed of silicon, glass, polystyrene, aluminum, steel, iron, copper, nickel, silver, or

gold. However, nitrocellulose as well as plastics such as nylon which can exist in the form of
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pellets or also as resin matrices are possible as well.

Therefore, a further subject matter of the present invention is a method for manufacturing an

array fixed to a carrier material for analysis in connection with diseases associated with de-

velopment genes in which method at least one oligomer according to the present invention is

coupled to a solid phase. Methods for manufacturing such arrays are known, for example,

fiom US Patent 5,744,305 by means of solid-phase chemistry and photolabile protecting

groups.

A further subject matter ofthe present invention relates to aDNA chip for the analysis of dis-

eases associated with development genes which contains at least one nucleic acid according to

the present invention. DNA chips are known, for example, for US Patent 5,837,832.

Moreover, a subject matter of the present invention is a kit which may be composed, for ex-

ample, of a bisulfite-containing reagent, a set of primer oligonucleotides containing at least

two oligonucleotides whose sequences in each case correspond or are complementary to an 18

base long segment ofthe base sequences specified in the appendix (Seq. ID No.l through Seq.

ID No.350 and sequences complementary thereto and/or a chemically pretreated DNA of

genes associated with diseases associated with development according to one ofthe sequences

according to the genes according to table 1.), oligonucleotides and/or PNA-oligomers as well

as instructions for carrying out and evaluating the described method. However, a kit along the

lines of the present invention can also contain only part of the aforementioned components.

The present invention also makes available a method for ascertaining genetic and/or epige-

netic parameters of development genes associated with diseases by analyzing cytosine meth-

ylations and single nucleotide polymorphisms, including the following steps:

In the first step of the method, a genomic DNA sample is chemically treated in such a manner

that cytosine bases which are unmethylated at the S'-position are converted to uracil, thymine,

or another base which is dissimilar to cytosine in terms of hybridization behaviour. This will

be understood as Chemical pretreatment
1

hereinafter.

The genomic DNA to be analyzed is preferably obtained form usual sources ofDNA such as
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cells or cell components, for example, cell lines, biopsies, blood, sputum, stool, urine, cere-

bral-spinal fluid, tissue embedded in paraffin such as tissue from eyes, intestine, kidney,

brain, heart, prostate, lung, breast or liver, histologic object slides, or combinations thereof.

The above described treatment of genomic DNA is preferably carried out with bisulfite (hy-

drogen sulfite, disulfite) and subsequent alkaline hydrolysis which results in a conversion of

non-methylated cytosine nucleobases to uracil or to another base which is dissimilar to cyto-

sine in terms ofbase pairing behaviour.

Fragments of the chemically pretreated DNA are amplified, using sets of primer oligonucleo^

tides according to the present invention, and a, preferably heat-stable polymerase. Because of

statistical and practical considerations, preferably more than ten different fragments having a

length of 100 - 2000 base pairs are amplified. The amplification ofseveral DNA segments can

be carried out simultaneously in one and the same reaction vesseL Usually, the amplification

is carried out by means of a polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

In a preferred embodiment of the method, the set of primer oligonucleotides includes at least

two oligonucleotides whose sequences are each reverse complementary or identical to an at

least 18 base-pair long segment of the base sequences specified in the appendix (Seq. ID No.l

through Seq. ID No.350 and sequences complementary thereto and/or a.chemically pretreated

DNA of genes associated with diseases associated with development according to one of the

sequences according to the genes according to table 1). The primer oligonucleotides are pref-

erably characterized in that they do not contain any CpG dinucleotides.

According to the present invention, it is preferred that at least one primer oligonucleotide is

bonded to a solid phase during amplification. The different oligonucleotide and/or PNA-

oligomer sequences can be arranged on a plane solid phase in the form of a rectangular or

hexagonal lattice, the solid phase surface preferably being composed of silicon, glass, poly-

styrene, aluminium, steel, iron, copper, nickel, silver, or gold, it being possible for other mate-

rials such as nitrocellulose or plastics to be used as well.

The fragments btained by means of the amplification can carry a directly or indirectly de-

tectable label. Preferred are labels in the form offluorescence labels, radionuclides, or detach-
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able molecule fragments having a .typical mass which can be detected in a mass spectrometer,

it being preferred that the fragments that are produced have a single positive or negative net

charge for better detectability in the mass spectrometer. The detection may be carried out and

visualized by means of matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry

(MALDI) or using electron spray mass spectrometry (ESI).

The amplificates obtained in the second step of the method are subsequently hybridized to an

array or a set of oligonucleotides and/or PNA probes. In this context, the hybridization takes

place in the manner described in the following. The set of probes used during the hybridiza-

tion is preferably composed of at least 10 oligonucleotides or PNA-oligomers. In the process,

the amplificates serve as probes which hybridize to oligonucleotides previously bonded to a

solid phase. The non-hybridized fragments are subsequently removed. Said oligonucleotides

contain at least one base sequence having a length of 13 nucleotides which is reverse com-

plementary or identical to a segment of the base sequences specified in the appendix, the

segment containing aHeast one CpG dinuclebtide. The cytosine of the CpG dinucleotide. is

the 5th to 9* nucleotide from the 5'-end of the 13-mer. One oligonucleotide exists for each

CpG dinucleotide. Said PNA-oligomers contain at least one base sequence having a length of

9 nucleotides which is reverse complementary or identical to a segment of the base sequences

specified in the appendix, the segment containing at least one CpG dinucleotide. The cytosine

of the CpG dinucleotide is the 4th to 6th nucleotide seen from the 5'-end of the 9-mer. One

oligonucleotide exists for each CpG dinucleotide.

In the fourth step of the method, the non-hybridized amplificates are removed.

In the final step of the method, the hybridized amplificates are detected. In this context, it is

preferred that labels attached to the amplificates are identifiable at each position of the solid

phase at which an oligonucleotide sequence is located.

According to the present invention, it is preferred that the labels of the amplificates are fluo-

rescence labels, radionuclides, or detachable molecule fragments having a typical mass which

can be detected in a mass spectrometer. The mass spectrometer is preferred for the detection

of the amplificates, fragments of the amplificates or of probes which are complementary to

the amplificates, it being possible for the detection to be carried out and visualized by means
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of matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI) or using electron

spray mass spectrometry (ESI).

The produced fragments may have a single positive or negative net charge for better detecta-

bility in the mass spectrometer. The aforementioned method is preferably used for ascertain-

ing genetic and/or epigenetic parameters of genes associated with development and diseases.

The oligomers according to the present invention or arrays thereof as well as a kit according

to the present invention are intended to be used for the diagnosis and/or therapy of diseases

associated with development genes by analyzing methylation patterns of developmental genes

associated with diseases. According to the present invention, the method is preferably used

for the diagnosis and/or therapy of important genetic and/or epigenetic parameters within de-

velopmental genes associated with diseases.

The method according to the present invention is used, for example, for the diagnosis and/or

therapy of diseases associated with development genes.

The nucleic acids according to the present invention of Seq. ID No.l through Seq. ID No.350

and sequences complementary thereto and/or a chemically pretreated DNA of genes associ-

ated with diseases associated with development according to one of the sequences according

to the genes according to table 1 can be used for the diagnosis and/or therapy of genetic

and/or epigenetic parameters of development genes associated with diseases.

The present invention moreover" relates to a method for manufacturing a diagnostic agent

and/or therapeutic agent for the diagnosis and/or therapy of diseases associated with devel-

opment by analyzing methylation patterns of genes associated with diseases associated with

development, the diagnostic agent and/or therapeutic agent being characterized in that at least

one nucleic acid according to the present invention is used for manufacturing it, possibly to-

gether with suitable additives and auxiliary agents.

A further subject matter of the present invention relates to a diagnostic agent and/or therapeu-

tic agent for diseases associated with development genes by analyzing methylation patterns of

development genes associated with diseases, the diagnostic agent and/or therapeutic agent
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containing at least one nucleic acid according to the present invention, possibly together with

suitable additives and auxiliary agents. Such diseases associated with development are, e.g.

diseases related to homeobox containing genes (HOX), e.g. diabetes and cancer, apoptosis

related diseases, syndromes associated with congenital heart disease, epilepsy, diseases re-

lated to histone deacetylation, Currarino syndrome, diseases related with the development of

the brain and limb girdle muscular dystrophy, dwarfism, and others.

The present invention moreover relates to the diagnosis and/or prognosis of events which are

disadvantageous to patients or individuals in which important genetic and/or epigenetic pa-

rameters within development genes associated with diseases, said parameters obtained by

means of the present invention may be compared to another set of genetic and/or epigenetic

parameters, the differences serving as the basis for a diagnosis and/or prognosis of events

which are disadvantageous to patients or individuals. Such diseases associated with develop-

ment are, e.g. diseases:related to homeobox containing genes (HOX), e.g. diabetes and cancer,

apoptosis related diseases, syndromes -associated with congenital heart disease, epilepsy, dis-

eases related to histone deacetylation, Currarino syndrome, diseases related with the devel-

opment ofthe brain and limb girdle muscular dystrophy, dwarfism, and others.

In the context of the present invention the term "hybridization" is to be understood as a bond

of an oligonucleotide to a completely complementary sequence along the lines of the Watson-

Crick base pairings in the sample DNA, forming a duplex structure. To be understood by

"stringent hybridization conditions" are those conditions in which a hybridization is carried

out at 60°C in 2.5 x SSC buffer, followed by several washing steps at 37°C in a low buffer

concentration, and remains stable.

The term "functional variants" denotes all DNA sequences which are complementary to a

DNA sequence, and which hybridize to the reference sequence under stringent conditions and

have an activity similar to the corresponding polypeptide according to the present invention.

In the context of the present invention, "genetic parameters" are mutations and polymor-

phisms of development genes associated with diseases and sequences further required for

their regulation. To be designated as mutations are, in particular, insertions, deletions, point

mutations, inversions and polymorphisms and, particularly preferred, SNPs (single nucleotide
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polymorphisms).

In the context of the present invention, "epigenetic parameters" are, in particular, cytosine

methylations and further chemical modifications ofDNA bases of genes associated with dis-

eases associated with development and sequences further required for their regulation. Further

epigenetic parameters include, for example, the acetylation of histones which, however, can-

not be directly analyzed using the described method but which, in turn, correlates with the

DNA methylation.

In the following, the present invention will be explained in greater detail on the basis of the

sequences and examples with reference to the accompanying drawing, without being limited

thereto.

Figure 1 *

Figure 1 shows the hybridisation of fluorescent labelled amplificates to a surface bound

oligonucleotide. Flourescence at a spot shows hybridisation of the amplificate to the oligo-

nucleotide. Hybridisation to a CG oligonucleotide denotes methylation at the cytosine posi-

tion being analysed, hybridisation to a TG oligonucleotide denotes o methylation at the

cytosine position being analysed. It can be seen that Sample II had a higher degree of meth-

ylation than Sample I.

Sea. ID No. 1 trough Sea. ID No. 350

Sequences having odd sequence numbers (e.g., Seq. ID No. 1, 3, 5, ...) exhibit in each case

sequences of the chemically pretreated genomic DNAs of different genes associated with dis-

eases associated with development Sequences having even sequence numbers (e.g., Seq. ID

No. 2, 4, 6, .,.) exhibit in each case the sequences of chemically pretreated genomic DNAs.

Said genomic DNAs are complementary to the genomic DNAs from which the preceding se-

quence was derived (e.g., the complementary sequence to the genomic DNA from which Seq.

ID No.l is derived is the genomic sequence from which Seq. ID No.2 is derived, the comple-

mentary sequence to the genomic DNA from which Seq. ID No.3 is derived is the sequence

from which Seq. ID No.4 is derived, etc.)

Sea. ID No. 351 trough Seq. ID No. 354
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Seq. ID No. 351 trough Seq. ED No. 354 show sequences of oligonucleotides used in Example

1. -

Example 1 :Methylation analysis of the gene PBX2.

The following example relates to a fragment of the gene PBX2 in which a specific CG-

position is to be analyzed for methylation.

In the first step, a genomic sequence is treated using bisulfite (hydrogen sulfite, disulfite) in

such a manner that all cytosines which are not methylated at me 5^position of the base are

modified in such a manner mat a different base is substituted with regard to the base pairing

behavior while the cytosines methylated at the 5^position remain unchanged

If bisulfite solution is used for the reaction, men an addition takes place at the non-methylated

cytosine bases. Moreover, a denaturating reagent or solvent as well as a radical interceptor

must be present A subsequent alkaline hydrolysis men gives rise to the conversion of non-

methylated cytosine nucleobases to uracil. The chemically converted DNA is then used for

the detection of methylated cytosines. In the second method step, the treated DNA sample is

diluted with water or an aqueous solution. Preferably, the DNA is subsequently desulfonated.

In the third step of the method, the DNA sample is amplified in a polymerase chain reaction,

preferably using a heat-resistant DNA polymerase. In the present case, cytosihes of the gene

PBX2 are analyzed. To this end, a defined fragment having a length of 718 bp is amplified

with the specific primer oligonucleotides GTTTTTAGAAGATTTAGAATATGTG (Se-

quence ID 47) and CCACTAAATCTCAATTCCTCT (Sequence ID No. 48). The single gene

PCR reaction was performed on a thermocycler (Eppendorf GmbH) using bisulfite DNA 10

ng, primer 6 pmole each, dNTP 200 uM each, 1.5 mM MgC12 and 1 U HotstartTaq (Qiagen

AG). The other conditions were as recommended by the Taq polymerase manufacturer. In the

multiplex PCR up to 16 primer pairs were used within the PCR reaction. The multiplex PCR

was done according the single gene PCR with the following modifications: primer 0.35 pmole

each, dNTP 800 uM each and 4,5 mM MgC12. The cycle program for single gene PCR and

multiplex PCR was as followed: step 1,14 rain 96 °C; step 2, 60 sec 96°C; step 3, 45 sec 55

°C; step 4 ,75 sec 72 °C; step 5, 10 min 72 °C; the step 2 to step 4 were repeated 39 fold.

The amplificate serves as a sample which hybridizes to an oligonucleotide previously bound
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to a solid phase, forming a duplex structure, for example TGGGATATCGGTTGGGTT (Se-

quence ID No. 49), the cytosine to be detected being located at position 470 of the amplifi-

cate. The detection of the hybridization product is based on Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescently la-

belled primer oligonucleotides which have been used for the amplification. A hybridization

reaction of the amplified DNA with the oligonucleotide takes place only if a methylated cyto-

sine was present at this location in the bisulfite-treated DNA. Thus, the methylation status of

the specific cytosine to be analyzed is inferred from the hybridization product

In order to verify the methylation status of the position, a sample of the amplificale is further

hybridized to another oligonucleotide previously bonded to a solid phase. Said olignonucleo-

tide is identical to the oligonucleotide previously used to analyze the methylation status of the

sample, with the exception of the position in question. At the position to be analysed said oli-

gonucleotide comprises a thymine base as opposed to a cytosine base i.e

TGGGATATTGGTTGGGTT (Sequence: ID No. 50). Therefore, the hybridisation reaction

only takes place if an unmethylated cytosine was present at the position to be analysed^

Example 2: Diagnosis of diseases associated with development genes

In order to relate the methylation patterns to one of the diseases associated with development,

it is initially required to analyze the DNA methylation patterns of a group of diseased and of a

group of healthy patients. These analyses are carried out, for example, analogously to Exam-

ple 1. The results obtained in this manner are stored in a database and the CpG dinucleotides

which are methylated differently between the two groups are identified. This can be carried

out by determining individual CpG methylation rates as can be done, for example, in a rela-

tively imprecise manner, by sequencing or else, in a very precise manner, by a methylation-

sensitive "primer extension reaction". It is particularly preferred that the determination be

carried out in the maimer described in Example 1, bisulphite treatment of genomic DNA fol-

lowed by fluorescence hybridisation analysis on an oligomer array, thereby enabling the si-

multaneous analysis of multiple positions within the genome. It is also possible for the entire

methylation status to be analyzed simultaneously, and for the patterns to be compared, for

example, by clustering analyses which can be carried out, for example, by a computer.

Subsequently, it is possible to allocate the examined patients to a specific therapy group and

to treat these patients selectively with an individualized therapy.
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Example 2 can be earned out, for example, for diseases associated with development, such as

diseases related to homeobox containing genes (HOX), e.g. diabetes and cancer, apoptosis

related diseases, syndromes associated with congenital heart disease, epilepsy, diseases re-

lated to histone deacetylation, Currarino syndrome, diseases related with the development of

the brain and limb girdle muscular dystrophy, dwarfism, and others.

Table 1

List ofpreferred genes associated with development according to the invention

lenbank EntryNo.

Ttttp:/Avmv.ncbLnlm.nih.eov)

rW-^V-'X iv La*

ADFN .

i1.8*

A TTTM !1.8.*

AHQ2 ,!

IB*

A TLT1 1i.a.*

AMGD1 '
— -

1 ft*

A X vrf^TtTQ

AMCN
m

ri.JL*

Q.a.*

AMUM n.H_*

ANOP1 na.*

ASMD na.*

ATP .
n.a.*

AXIN1 na.*

AF009674 a.a,*

BDB1 n.a.*

BDC n.a,*

BDE n.a.*

BDMR n.a.*

CHH o.a.*

CHRD AF076612

CHX10 n.a.*

EED U90651, AF070418, AF078933,

AF080227

EPHB2 L41939.AF025304

FZD8 n.a.*

GLI4 a.a.*

HNF4B a.a,*

HOXA3 ti.a.*

HOXA6 Q.a.*

(HOXB9 o.a.*

HOXC9 a.a.*
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L£L*

7TJTT ,38517

T MY1 A Tta.*

\AT?TQ1 J68385

f%T>\XT5 r L.CU

rJsJUJl 1

DTD/70 rRIEG2 *i a *

SFRr2 '\F017Q86

SOX10 1
in*

TTJV1 < 1UA13 1Tfl*>1*£L

rSAlo AJ010278

DA/ PI fl *

M62760. M64497, U60477

WIS I l*t AP028702

WIN 1 13 AP028703

. wina no*

W1N10 n a *

WN 17O n n *

YLTXfTQ AWlNloA na*

«<jrrz NM 002006

r "LTVO MM 004789
~

.13AO MM 004608

NM 003413

MM 001106

Arc MM 000038

DHXTC3L>Nr MM 001709TUVA Uw A / w«7

3MP1 MM 006129

r»\ JTOT5 1 T> MM 001 90**

3MPR2 MM 001204

iDR2 kjM nfU477

«GF16 NlVi UuJOOO

FGF3
vju 00*194.7rNIYl uuj6*r /

-GF4 MM 002007

<GFR3 MM 000149 and "MM 072965

FRZB mm 001 4££

FZD7 MM 001^07

GLI2
MM OOC570NM wjZ/U

HNF3A NM UU44yo

NM 024015

HOXB8 NM 024016

HOXC8 NM 022658

HOXD1 NM 024501

ENHBB NM 002193

LMX1B NM 002316)

MADH3 NM 005902

PAX1 NM 006192

PAX9 NM 006194
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IPBX3 NM 006195

PROP1 NM 006261

PTCH2 NM 003738

RARG NM 000966

RXRA NM 002957

SERP5 NM 003015

SOX1 NM 005986

TGFBR1 NM 004612

WNT2B NM 004185

GSC a.a.*

* "n-a." designates genes for which no meaningful sequences could be identified
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Claims

1. A nucleic acid comprising a sequence at least 18 bases in length of a segment of the

chemically pretreated DNA of genes associated with development according to one of

the sequences taken from the group of Seq. ID No.l to Seq. ID No.350 and sequences

complementary thereto.

2. A nucleic acid comprising a sequence at'least 1 8 base pairs in length ofa segment ofthe

chemically pretreated DNA of genes associated with diseases associated with develop-

ment according to one of the sequences according to the genes ACCPN, ADFN, AFD1,

AH02, ADD, AMCD1, AMCD2B, AMCN, AMCX1, AMDM, ANOP1, ASMD, ATD,

AXIN1 AF009674, BDB1, BDC, BDE, BDMR, CHH, CHRD AF076612, CHX10,

EED (U90651, AF070418, AF078933, AF080227), EPHB2 (L41939, AF0253Q4),

FZD8, GLI4.GSC, HNF4B, HOXA3, HOXA6, HOXB9, HOXC9, HOXD8, IHH

(L38517), LMX1A, MEIS3 (U68385), ORW2, PKHD1, REEG2, SFRP2 ( AF017986),

SOX10, TBX15, TBX18 (AJ010278), TBX7, TFCOUP2.(M62760, M64497, U60477),

WNT14 (AF0287G2), WNT15 (AF028703), WNT3, WNT6, WNT7B, WNT8A, FGF2

(NM_002006), LHX2 (NM_004789), TBX6 (NM_004608), ZIC3 (NM_003413),

ACVR2B (NM_001106), APC (NM_O00038), BDNF (NM_001709), BMP1

(NM_006129), BMPR1B (NM_001203), BMPR2 (NM_001204), EDR2 (NM_004427),

FGF16 (NM_003868), FGF3 (NM_005247), FGF4 (NM_002007), FGFR3

(NM_000142&NM_022965), FRZB (NM_001466), FZD7 (NM_003507), GLI2

(NM_005270), HNF3A (NM_004496), HOXB4 (NM_024015), HOXB8

(NM_024016), HOXC8 (NM_022658), HOXD1 (NM_024501), INHBB

(NM.002193), LMX1B (NMJ0O23 16), MADH3 (NM_005902), PAX1 (NM_006192),

PAX9 (NM_006194), PBX3 (NM 006195), PROP1 (NM_006261), PTCH2

(NM_003738), RARG (NM_000966), RXRA (NM_002957), SFRP5 (NM_003015),

SOX1 (NM_005986), TGFBR1 (NM.004612), WNT2B (NM_O04185) and sequences

complementary thereto.

3. An oligomer, in particular an oligonucleotide or peptide nucleic acid (PNA>oligomer,

said oligomer comprising in each case at least one base sequence having a length of at
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least 9 nucleotides which hybridizes to or is identical to a chemically pretreated DNA of

genes associated with diseases associated with development according to one ofthe Seq

ID Nos 1 to 350 according to claim 1 or to a chemically pretreated DNA of genes ac-

cording to claim 2 and sequences complementary thereto.

4. The oligomer as recited in Claim 3; wherein the base sequence includes at least one

CpG dinucleotide.

5. The oligomer as recited in Claim 3, characterized in that the cytosine of the CpG dinu-

cleotide is located approximately in the middle third of the oligomer.

6. A set of oligomers, comprising at least two oligomers according to any of claims 3 to 5

.

7. A set of oligomers as recited in Claim 6, comprising oligomers for detecting the meth-
.

ylation state of all CpG dinucleotides within one of the sequences according to Seq. ID

Nos. 1 through 350 according to claim 1 or a chemically pretreated DNA of genes ac-

cording to claim 2, and sequences complementary thereto.

8. A set of at least two oligonucleotides as recited in Claim 3, which can be used as primer

oligonucleotides for the amplification of DNA sequences of one of Seq. ID 1 through

Seq. ID 350 and sequences complementary thereto and/or sequences of a chemically

pretreated DNA of genes according to claim 2, and sequences complementary thereto

and segments thereof.

9. A set of oligonucleotides as recited in Claim 8, characterized in that at least one oligo-

nucleotide is bound to a solid phase.

10. Use of a set of oligomer probes comprising at least ten of the oligomers according to

any of claims 6 through 9 for detecting the cytosine methylation state and/or single nu-

cleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in a chemically pretreated genomic DNA according to

claim 1 or a chemically pretreated DNA of genes according to claim 2.

"11. A method for manufacturing an arrangement of different oligomers (array) fixed to a
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carrier material for analyzing diseases associated with the methylation state of the CpG

dinucleotides of one of the Seq, ID 1 through Seq. ID 350 and sequences complemen-

tary thereto and/or chemically pretreated DNA of genes according to claim 2, wherein

at least one oligomer according to any of the claims 3 through 5 is coupled to a solid

phase.

12. An arrangement of different oligomers (array) obtainable according to claim 11.

13. An array of different oligonucleotide- and/or PNA-oligomer sequences as recited in

Claim 12, characterized in that these are arranged on a plane solid phase in the form of a

rectangular or hexagonal lattice.

14. The array as recited in any of the Claims 12 or 13, characterized in that the solid phase

surface is composed of silicon, glass, polystyrene, aluminium, steel, iron, ,
copper,

nickel, silver, or gold.

15. A DNA- and/or FNA-array for analyzing diseases associated with the methylation state

of genes, comprising at least one nucleic acid according to one ofthe preceding claims.

16. A method for ascertaining genetic and/or epigenetic parameters for the diagnosis and/or

therapy of existing diseases or the predisposition to specific diseases by analyzing cyto-

sine methylations, characterized in that the following steps are carried out:

- in a genomic DNA sample, cytosine bases which are unmethylated at the 5-position

are converted, by chemical treatment, to uracil or another base which is dissimilar to

cytosine in terms ofhybridization behaviour;

- fragments of the chemically pretreated genomic DNA are amplified using sets of

primer oligonucleotides according to Claim 8 or 9 and a polymerase, the amplificates

carrying a detectable label;

- amplificates are hybridized to a set of oligonucleotides and/or PNA probes according

to the Claims 6 and 7, or else to an array according to one ofthe Claims 12 through 1 5;

the hybridized amplificates are subsequently detected

17. The method as recited in Claim 16, characterized in that the chemical treatment is car-
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ried out by means of a solution of a bisulfite, hydrogen sulfite or disulfite.

18. The method as recited in one of the Claims 16 or 17, characterized in that more than ten

different fragments having a length of 100 - 2000 base pairs are amplified

19. The method as recited in one of the Claims 16 through 1 8, characterized in that the am-

plification of several DNA segments is carried out in one reaction vessel.

20. The method as recited in one of the Claims 16 through 19, characterized in that the

polymerase is a heat-resistantDNA polymerase.

21. The method as recited in Claim 20, characterized in that the amplification is carried out

by means ofthe polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

22. The method as recited in one of the Claims 16 through 21, characterized in that the la-

bels of the amplificates are fluorescence labels.

23. The method as recited in one of the Claims 16 through 21, characterized in that the la-

bels ofthe amplificates are radionuclides.

24. The method as recited in one of the Claims 16 through 21, characterized in that the la-

bels of the amplificates are detachable molecule fragments having a typical mass which

are detected in a mass spectrometer.

25. The method as recited in one of the Claims 16 through 21, characterized in that the am-

plificates or fragments of the amplificates are detected in the mass spectrometer.

26. The method as recited in one of the Claims 24 and/or 25, characterized in that the pro-

duced fragments have a single positive or negative net charge for better detectability in

the mass spectrometer.

27. The method as recited in one of the Claims 24 through 26, characterized in that detec-

tion is carried out and visualized by means of matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization
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mass spectrometry (MALDI) or using electron spray mass spectrometry (ESI).

28. The method as recited in one of the Claims 16 through 27, characterized in that the ge-

nomic DNA is obtained from cells or cellular components which contain DNA, sources

ofDNA comprising, for example, cell lines, biopsies, blood, sputum, stool, urine, cere-

bral-spinal fluid, tissue embedded in paraffin such as tissue from eyes, intestine, kidney,

brain, heart, prostate, lung, breast or liver, histologic object slides, and all possible com-

binations thereof.

29. A kit comprising a bisulfite (= disulfite, hydrogen sulfite) reagent as well as oligonu-

cleotides and/or PNA-oligomers according to one ofthe Claims 3 through 5.

30. The use of a nucleic acid according to Claims 1 or 2, of an oligonucleotide or PNA-

oligomer according to one of the Claims 3 through 5, of a kit according to Claim 29, of

an array according to one of the Claims 12 through 15, of a set of oligonucleotides ac-

cording to one of claims 6 through 9 for the diagnosis of diseases associated with devel-

opment genes, in particular diseases related to homeobox containing genes (HOX), like

diabetes and cancer, apoptosis related diseases, syndromes associated with congenital

heart disease, epilepsy, diseases related to histone deacetylation, Currarino syndrome,

diseases related with the development of the brain and limb girdle muscular dystrophy,

dwarfism, and the like,

31. The use of a nucleic acid according to Claims 1 or 2, of an oligonucleotide or PNA-

oligomer according to one of Claims 3 through 5, of a kit according to Claim 29, of an

array according to one of the Claims 12 through 15, of a set of oligonucleotides ac-

cording to one of claims 6 through 9 for the therapy of diseases associated with devel-

opment genes, in particular diseases related to homeobox containing genes (HOX), like

diabetes and cancer, apoptosis related diseases, syndromes associated with congenital

heart disease, epilepsy, diseases related to histone deacetylation, Currarino syndrome,

diseases related with the development of the brain and limb girdle muscular dystrophy,

dwarfism, and the like.
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